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Convention bureaux:
Powering collaboration
Executive summary
As the Australian economy pivots towards innovation, business events
are of crucial importance to collaboration and the exchange of ideas.

BUSINESS EVENTS
FAST FIGURES

As part of this agenda, we need to encourage world-class researchers and
businesses to collaborate with their Australian peers and with industry.

Conferences, meetings, exhibitions and
incentive group travel collectively
contribute over
in direct expenditure and around three
times that in flow-on expenditure1.

Business events are key to this collaboration. Business events are where
innovation happens.

Australians are
180,000
employed directly or indirectly by

It is the country’s convention bureaux who bring these business events to
Australia. They bid for business events and market the intellectual capital
of their city, region and Australia to the world.

people attended
the more than 412,000 business events
across Australia in 2013-142.

The Australian Government has set out its priorities for a smart economy
based on innovation and learning.

So as we as a nation shape our future industries and generate wealth for
future generations, business events will be central to this new economy.
But Australia is at risk of losing market share in the prestigious medical and
scientific meetings market as cities around the world compete for major
business events3.
The Australian Government already recognises the importance of the
sector and has set out how government agencies can help win convention
bureaux more bids4. What was missing from this blueprint was any financial
backing of the promise to help.

$28 billion

business events

37 million

Expenditure by international business
events delegates generated an
estimated
in gross domestic product in 20125.

$2.2 billion

Total business events delegate spend
was up 3% to in 2014, with international
delegate opening up

8% .
6

The 2016-17 Federal Budget gives the Australian Government the chance
to set aside funds to maximise its business events policy ambitions. It gives
it the chance to fix the settings to enable convention bureaux to win more
business events bids and bring more major meetings to Australia.

1 The Value of Business Events to Australia, Ernst & Young for the Business Events Council of Australia, Sydney February 2015
2 International Visitor Survey and National Visitor Survey year ending December 2014. Tourism Research Australia,Sydney 2015
3 Jill Fjelstul, Jill; Kimberly, Severt and Deborah Breiter,, Building Association Attendance: Differences Between Chapter, Regional, and Annual
Meetings from the Perception of the Association Members, Event Management, Volume 14, Number 3, 2010, pp. 183-192.
4 Attracting Business Events to Australia - a Guide for the Australian business events industry. Austrade Canberra, 2014.
5 Australia’s international business events sector: the economic and strategic value proposition. Deloitte Access Economics for the Association
of Australian Convention Bureaux, Melbourne 2014
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6 Tourism 2020- The Business Events Sector Quarterly Progress Report, Business Events Australia, Sydney 2015
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How government can help

The AACB’s five budget priorities

Australia faces aggressive competitor cities backed by wellfunded national governments. To keep up with the
region, Australia needs a business events bid fund.

1. Establish a national bid fund of $40 million over four
years to help bring business events of national
significance to Australia

We must bring our neighbours' best and brightest to our
shores whenever we host a major conference. To do so we
must create a delegate bursary fund.

2. Allocate $4 million of Australian aid for a travel
bursary to bring academics, scientists and business
leaders from the Indo-Pacific to Australia

Too many of our Asian neighbours require full visitor visas
to attend a business event here. We need to extend
electronic fee-free visas to all business event attendees.

3. Grant access to the fee-free online Electronic Travel
Authority visa scheme for all attendees of major
business events

Australia does not yet have a reputation as a leading
centre of knowledge. We must fund a dedicated
marketing campaign to reverse this perception.

4. Fund a dedicated business events marketing
campaign to change perceptions of Australia as a
knowledge economy

Finally the Australian Government can also make good its
promise to support convention bureaux through existing
export grants, regardless of their funding mixes.

5. Restore the rules around the Export Market
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Development Grants to allow approved bodies to
receive full funding for international marketing
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The Value of Business Events to Australia, Ernst & Young for the Business Events Council of Australia, Sydney February 2015

2

Australia’s international business events sector: the economic and strategic value proposition. Deloitte Access Economics for the
Association of Australian Convention Bureaux, Melbourne 2014.
3

Attracting Business Events to Australia - a Guide for the Australian business events industry. Austrade Canberra, 2014

4

International Visitor Survey and National Visitor Survey year ending December 2014. Tourism Research Australia,Sydney 2015

5

Tourism 2020- The Business Events Sector Quarterly Progress Report, Business Events Australia, Sydney 2015

6

Jill Fjelstul, Jill; Kimberly, Severt and Deborah Breiter,, Building Association Attendance: Differences Between Chapter, Regional, and
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1. BACK BLOCKBUSTER BUSINESS EVENTS
Establish a national bid fund of $40 million over four years to help bring business events of
national significance to Australia
THE PROBLEM: AUSTRALIA’S REGIONAL COMPETITION IS WELL-FUNDED
Australia does well in attracting international conferences despite its distance from major markets and the
cost of staging an event here. In 2014 Australia hosted 260 international meetings, ranking it 13th in the
world7.
Ranked by attendance, Australia fares better, achieving seventh position even in the lowest year for
international meetings, 2012, with over 150,000 delegates having attended a conference or congress in
Australia that year8 .
However, Australia’s market share is declining in the face of both improved convention facilities and more
aggressive bidding elsewhere in the world, particularly in Asia. This is particularly marked in the associations
space, where mega-conventions, international congresses and other annual conferences rotate around the
world. As recently as 2009 Australia was in the top ten for hosting international association conferences.
The difference is the emergence of government bid funds across Asia. Many Australian convention bureaux’
competitors have government-backed funds available to secure business. As large conferences are
extremely costly to stage, associations seek support from governments. This support can vary from civic
receptions and free public transport to requests for free convention space and access to marketing funds9.
Although once shrouded in secrecy, bid funds are increasing commonplace. In the past five years there has
been a marked increase both in business event procurement funding but also in spending transparency10 .
Some countries retain a policy against ‘buying business’, notably the Netherlands, which nonetheless offers
loan guarantees to protect event organisers from exchange rate shock and low attendance figures11.
However, in the Asia Pacific market, the business events sector is increasingly reliant on bid funds12. New
Zealand has made available NZ$40 million ($37.5 million) over four years to attract business events13.
Despite some state government funding, Australian cities could lose out to better-funded rivals for the
largest global business events unless federal funding is also made available.
There are some parallels with South Africa, where the South African National Convention Bureau has an
annual subvention fund of R36 million ($3.8 million), in addition to the bid funds in place in the provinces of
Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal and Western Cape to attract long-haul business to Johannesburg, Durban and
Cape Town convention centres respectively14.
7

International Congress and Convention Association (ICCA) 2014 rankings

8

ICCA Statistics Report 2014, International Congress and Convention Association, Amsterdam 2014

9

Sally Greenhill and Tony Rogers. Subvention and Bid Support Practices for International Conferences and Events in Britain, Business Visits
& Events Partnership, October 2011
10

Rob Spalding, Show us the money, Associations Meetings International, February 2015

11

Voorfinancierings- & Garantiefonds,- Algemene voorwaarden, Nederlandse Bureau voor Toerisme & Congressen, The Hague, 2015

Sally Greenhill and Tony Rogers. Subvention and Bid Support Practices for International Conferences and Events in Britain, Business
Visits & Events Partnership, October 2011
12

13

Major Events Development Fund-, New Zealand Major events, Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, Wellington,2015

14

South Africa National Convention Bureau briefing on the number of bids secured for South Africa, Parliamentary Monitoring Group,
Pretoria, June 2013
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National convention bid funds around the world

Other federal states also have national bid funds available on top of state-level funding, The Malaysia
Convention Bureau, for example, markets business events across both peninsula Malaysia and on Borneo.
The state government of Sarawak has invested heavily in attracting major international conferences to its
purpose-built convention centre in Kuching, which has poor air connectivity15 . Under rules in place for the
national bid fund, Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre cannot compete against the Borneo Convention Centre
Kuching for the same event.
In the quasi-federal United Kingdom, Scotland has established its own £2 million ($3.9 million) annual bid
fund that is matched by the city councils in seven Scottish cities. VisitScotland estimates that the bid fund
has brought in £200 million worth of business since its inception in 201216 . This has prompted the UK
government to examine a national bid fund to help reverse Britain’s low success rate in attracting mega
conventions relative to other European countries.
In total over 50 cities have official funds, with many others offering in-kind support such as civic receptions
or free public transport17 (see map above).

15

Dunstan Chan. Borneo Convention Centre defies the odds for business tourism, The Borneo Post, Kuching 5 October 2014

16

Emma Newhouse. VisitScotland Conference Bid Fund generating ‘remarkable’ returns.The Scotsman, Edinburgh 13 October 2015

17

Leo Jakobsen, Tourism Boards and CVBs Offer Incentives to Attract Groups, Successful Meetings, Meetings International, London
November 2014
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THE SOLUTION: ESTABLISH A FEDERAL BUSINESS EVENTS BID FUND
If Australia wants to be able to compete effectively with Asia-Pacific rivals, it will need its own national
business events bid fund. The business events sector has collectively been calling for a national fund for
several years, most recently in a Business Events Council of Australia report in 201418.
This need for a fund was recognised by the Liberal Party in opposition. In the 2010 federal election,
the Coalition tourism policy contained a pledge for a Business Events Bid and Boost Fund for key
international conferences worth $17.5 million over four years19. In the hung parliament that followed,
the Liberal-National coalition did not form government and the bid fund proposal was lost.
Following its election win in 2013, the Coalition has recognised the importance of government support for
major business events, through consular and ministerial support during bids20. The development of a
national framework outlining how the federal government can support event bids is welcome. In particular,
the Attracting Business Events Strategy has formalised the levels of in-kind support, such as ministerial
letters of support, in-market support by trade commissioners and access to civic reception planning21 .
However, financial bid support for nationally-significant business events was missing. This federal budget
can be the time to put federal bid support back on the table, as it was in 2010. This is especially true in the
context of backing innovation and growth.
A visible public fund to attract the world’s biggest conventions has a parallel in the cultural space.
Governments of all levels support blockbuster art exhibitions, museum events and theatre shows. These
cultural blockbusters provide a return on investments in terms of visitor expenditure in low season while
also allowing governments to demonstrate support for the arts22. Both federal and state government funds
are used to bring blockbuster art to Australia23 . Specifically, the Australian Government provides $2 million
per year through an Art Indemnity Scheme to allow state governments to bid for major cultural works24.
Association conventions are the blockbusters of the business events world. The largest bring in over 10,000
professionals to an Australian city and also bring prestige to the host city and to Australia as a nation. Just
as blockbuster events in the cultural space receive both federal and state support, business events that are
of national significance should equally be eligible for national and sub-national funding.
To qualify for any federal funding, a conference would have to have true national significance. For a major
capital city, this would mean a global association congress capable of filling the city’s convention centre,
hotels and associated event spaces for several days at a time. In regional Australia this would mean a
business event capable of transforming the town or region through an influx of delegates.
Most bid funds around the world have qualifications built around them to define nationally significant
events. These may include delegate numbers, bed nights or average spend. An example can be found in

18

*Business events policy priorities: Driving economic activity through business events. Tourism & Transport Forum and Business Events
Council of Australia, Sydney 2014
19

The Coalition’s Plan for Real Action on Tourism, Liberal Party of Australia, Barton, August 2010

20

The Coalition’s Policy on Tourism, The Liberal Party of Australia, Barton August 2013

21

Attracting Business Events to Australia - a Guide for the Australian business events industry. Austrade Canberra, 2014

22

Hilary Du Cros, Lee Jolliffe, The Arts and Events, Routledge, London, 2014

23

Caroline Turner, International exhibitions. Understanding Museums, National Museum Australia. Canberra 2014

24

Australian Government International Exhibitions Insurance (AGEI) - Program Guidelines, Ministry of the Arts, Department of
Communication and the Arts, Australian Government, Canberra 2014
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France, whose criteria are that an event must meet the legal definition of a business event and have had at
least 20% of international exhibitors or 25% international delegates in previous years25 .
Similarly, Malaysia has three criteria before an event can be considered for national bid support. The event
must have rotated to at least three countries previously and have a minimum size of 1000 delegates of
whom 20% are international26 .
Additionally, a bid fund could formalise the policy set out in Attracting Business Events to Australia of
supporting events that fall into one of the five strategic growth sectors (advanced manufacturing, services,
agriculture, education and resources). This would-be in keeping with bid fund polices in places such as Abu
Dhabi, where funding is tied to the emirate’s national economic priorities or Scotland, where the rules
around its fund stipulate that the initial application must specify to which of the 12 Scottish government
target sectors the conference adheres27 .
At present, the bulk of Australia’s business events are small scale (fewer than 100 delegates) and funded by
corporate entities28 . For Australia to attract more international association conventions, which are multi-day
events with thousands of delegates, a bid fund is required.

THE COST: $10 MILLION PER YEAR
In line with the scheme outlined by the Liberal-National Coalition in opposition and in keeping with
international best practice, we have estimated a fund of at least $40 million over four years is required to
secure the business events of national significance required to regain our top ten position in the
International Congress and Convention Association (ICCA) world rankings.
The number of associations requesting funds as part of the bid is increasing. So too is the quantum offered
by our rivals. In five years the sum required to bring a major association convention to a city has risen by an
estimated 60%29 . Without a significant pool of available funds, Australia will continue to lose market share
and erode its position in global convention rankings.
This federal funding could be matched directly or through in-kind support by local councils, state
governments and industry under a private-public partnership.

25

Arrêté du 24 avril 2009 portant sur la reconnaissance du caractère international des manifestations commerciales, La ministre de
l’économie, de l’industrie et de l’emploi, Paris, August 2015.
26

Subvention programme, Malaysia Convention & Exhibition Bureau, Kuala Lumpur, August 2015

27

New national conference bid fund reaps early success - Media Release, VisitScotland, Edinburgh, 2014

28

The Value of Business Events to Australia, Ernst & Young for Business Events Council of Australia, Sydney February 2015

29

Rob Spalding, Show us the money, Associations Meetings International, February 2015
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2. MAKE FOREIGN AID COUNT
Recommendation: Allocate $4 million of Australian aid for a travel bursary to bring
academics, scientists and business leaders from the Indo-Pacific to Australia
THE PROBLEM: GLOBAL CONFERENCES ARE OUT OF DEVELOPING WORLD’S REACH
Major sporting events now need to leave behind better public transport, cleaner streets and benefits for the
entire city30 . International associations also increasingly want their events to leave a legacy.
Often these lasting legacies hinge on bringing in delegates from the developing world. For example, at the
22nd World Diabetes Congress in Melbourne in 2012, representatives from 50 parliaments set a global
framework for parliamentarians to cooperate and collaborate on tackling diabetes31.
Developments discussed at business events, can make a significant contribution to eliminating poverty32 .
For delegates coming from the developing world, this knowledge transfer is crucial to bring their home
nations up to speed with medical, scientific and technological breakthroughs. Yet too often conference
attendance possibilities are out of reach for those from developing nations due to financial constraints33.
Innovation relies on collaboration. PhD students, for example, rely on global connections to translate their
research into commercial outcomes. A great way to get access to world-leading experts is to have them
come to Australia as part of a world congress or scientific meeting. The more prestigious the conference the
more researchers will come34. In a recent study of academics and delegates, over 90% said knowledge
gained at conferences enhanced their professional career35. When deciding where to place its annual
meeting, a chance to engage with peers from a region far from the association heartland of Europe and
North America is appealing.
Since major congresses are unlikely to travel to the Pacific due to lack of infrastructure, Pacific Islanders
should be invited, at our cost, to come here. At the recent AIDS Congress, for example, over 80% of the
11,750 delegates were from overseas, many from the developing world36. As more associations look to
create lasting legacies, Australia can leverage its geographical position in the Indo-Pacific region37 .
State and territory convention bureaux, assisted by Business Events Australia, already boost delegate
numbers through marketing at undecided conference attendees38 . This effort needs to be supplemented by
a programme targeting our neighbours to improve not only the quantity of delegates, but also the quality.
Guaranteed places for developing world delegates at Australian events would provide a significant bid
enhancement for convention bureaux when bidding to bring association events to Australia.
30

Brasil poderá ter frota de ônibus movido a hidrogênio até a Copa, diz cientista da UFRJ, Portal da Copa - Site do Governo Federal
Brasileiro sobre o Copa do Mundo da FIFA 2014, Rio de Janeiro June 2012
31

Case study - 22nd World Diabetes Congress, Melbourne Convention Bureau, Melbourne, 2014

32

Science, Technology and Innovation for Poverty Reduction, The Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology, London, 2009

33

Andrea Shettle, Funding For Conference Participation From Developing Nations, We Can Do, Washington, DC, November 2007

34

Prof Mary O’Kane AC, The importance of conferences to a knowledge-intense economy and society, address to the IMEX Joint Meetings
Industry Council, International Meetings Expo, Frankfurt May 2015
Dr Carmel Foley, Dr Deborah Edwards, Dr Katie Schlenker, Ms Anja Hergesell, Beyond Tourism Benefits - Building and International
Profile. University of Technology, Sydney for the Future Convention Cities Initiative, Sydney May 2014
35

36

Case study - 20th International AIDS Conference 2014, Business Events Council of Australia, Sydney 2014

37

Prof. Rory Medcalf .The Indo-Pacific: What's in a name? The American Interest Vol. 9. No. 2, November/December 2013

38

Edwina Storie. Top 5 tips for boosting delegate numbers, Mice Net, Sydney 2014
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THE SOLUTION: A DELEGATE BURSARY FUND
There can be a role for the federal government to play in ensuring the quality of both delegates and
speakers is as high as possible. Federal funds can be used to bring in academic, scientists, medical industry
leaders and other luminaries from the developing world under a travel bursary programme.
The Australian Government has ambitious plans for Northern Australia that include creating world-class
vocational and higher education campuses in northern Australian cities and growing Australia’s exports of
technical skills related to resources and agriculture into a $7 billion-a-year industry39 .
To reach this target, assistance in bringing in the academics and scientists from our neighbours will be
crucial. Many European countries set aside a portion of their aid budgets to fund travel, visa processing and
accommodation of leading scholars, academics and professionals from the developing world to attend
international conferences, notably Sweden40 .
The Italian government runs two programmes offering financial support to delegates from the developing
world seeking to attend major scientific conferences41. The grants are part of the support for the World
Academy of Sciences and the Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics, both
headquartered in the Italian city of Trieste42 .
In France, meanwhile, themed conferences directly organised by the foreign affairs ministry make available
travel bursaries for citizens of less-developed counties. A recent conference, the African Forum, selected
delegates from around Africa based on their ideas for innovations for sustainable development43.
As Australia seeks to grow its global presence, a targeted foreign aid programme funding travel to major
association conferences held in Australia is a logical step and one that sits within the goals for untying aid
set down in the Paris Declaration44. Furthermore, the Minister for Trade and Investment Andrew Robb has
already identified the international business events industry as an integral part of Australia’s economic
diplomacy agenda45 .
Australian agencies already manage aid projects but do not routinely fund travel for delegates from the
developing world . A recent example of the impact of this policy was when Finland, Austria and the
European Union funded the travel of Pacific and African arborists to the International Union of Forest
Research Organization’s international conference in the Sunshine Coast46. This is despite the existence of
the DFAT-funded Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research.

39

2030 Vision for Developing Northern Australia. White Paper. Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet. Canberra 2014

40

Arbetssätt och Metoder - Stöd till forskning. Swedish International Development Agency, Stockholm June 2015

41

La TWAS e l’Italia, Opuscolo L'Accademia Mondiale delle Scienze, The World Academy of Sciences, Trieste, 2014

42

Trieste Città della Conoscenza, Comune di Trieste, Trieste 2012

43

Forum Afrique – 100 innovations pour un développement durable, France Diplomatie, Paris 2015

Clay, Edward J., Matthew Geddes and Luisa Natali: Untying Aid: Is it working? An Evaluation of the Implementation of the Paris
Declaration and of the 2001 Development Aid Committee Recommendation of Untying Overseas Development Aid to the Less Developed
Countries, Danish Institute for International Studies, Copenhagen, December 2009.
44

45

46

Attracting Business Events to Australia - a Guide for the Australian business events industry. Austrade Canberra, 2014
Special Programme for Development of Capacities, Union of Forest Research Organizations, Vienna, 2015
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THE COST: $4 MILLION FROM EXISTING BUDGET
The Australian aid programme is small relative to other developed nations, with only 0.22% of gross
national income dedicated to overseas development aid (against 0.7% in countries like the UK)47.
Due to deep cuts in last year’s federal budget48, the annual budget of $4 billion has been refocused and
reprioritised49. The Indo-Pacific will now receive 90% of aid, leaving European nations to focus on Africa and
the US and Canada to focus on Latin America as part of a global partnership50 .

AUSTRALIAN AID FOR TRADE
% of total aid
19%

16.4%

19%

17.2%

12.8%
14.25%

9.5%

4.75%

0%
2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

One of the new foci for the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade is to deliver aid more effectively
through training and education. The delegate bursary programme could be funded within the existing aid
for trade programme, which is forecast to grow to $698.3 million this year51.
The Australian Government has a target to achieve 20% of its aid budget as aid-for-trade by 2020, which a
delegate scholarship programme would help to achieve.
Andrew Robb recently stated that Australia’s aid for trade initiatives help developing countries create
sustainable economic growth that will reduce poverty and – over time – become less reliant on Australian
development assistance52.
As a cross-regional programme, the delegate scholarship scheme would bring qualified delegates from
across the Indo-Pacific region into Australia for relevant business events. At a cost to government of around
$4,000 per delegate in event registration, travel and accommodation, the visits of 1,000 worthy delegates
47

The 0.7% ODA/GNI target - a history, Organisation for Economic Coöperation and Development, Paris, 205

48

Making Performance Count: enhancing the accountability and effectiveness of Australian aid. Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
Canberra, June 2014
49

Australian Aid Cuts - Overview, The Lowy Institute, Sydney 2015

50

List of developing countries as declared by the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra, 2014

51

2015-16 Development Assistance Budget Summary, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Australian Government Canberra 2015

52

Aid for Trade Driving Growth in Our Region. Address by the Hon Andrew Robb AO MP, Minister for Trade and Investment to the WTO
Tenth Ministerial Congress. Nairobi December 2015
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from the region could be funded for a modest $4 million per annum. This is well below comparable
schemes aiding disability access ($12.9 million), or governance ($19 million) as most of the costs are borne
in Australia, rather than overseas.
The aims of aid-for-trade are to help developing countries address their internal constraints to trade.
Training and education are central to this. Business events promote economic development by transferring
knowledge. Conventions and conferences serve as critical education platforms for professionals and are key
components for developing advanced skills and workforce training53.
In terms of assisting delegates from the developing world to attend conferences in Australia, this focus on
neighbouring countries also makes sense. Australia and New Zealand are the only developed nations in the
area with medical centres of excellence and world class academic establishments. Many Pacific nations have
direct flights to Sydney and often other airports. Australia has sought to be, alongside New Zealand, a
‘partner of choice’ for Pacific Islands, with bilateral aid to the region quarantined from budget cuts54 .
In selecting applicants to receive financial assistance to participate in the meetings, Australia could take
gender and other social factors into account. Such criteria are in line with the definitions of overseas aid
spending set down by the Organisation for Economic Coöperation and Development55.
The move to fund greater attendance at Australian medical and scientific events would also be bolstered by
efforts to attract global institution headquarters. A longer term goal should be to establish more global or
regional association and NGO headquarters in Australia. Currently Hobart benefits greatly from the
presence of the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources and associated
Antarctic international missions in the city56 . The international agency generates around 2,000 bed nights
each year through various meetings, conventions and conferences.

53

Talking Points, Meetings Mean Business, Washington, DC, 2014

54

Hon Julie Bishop MP, Foreign Minister of Australia, Opening address, State of the Pacific 2015 Conference, Canberra, September 2015

55

Claire Provost. Foreign aid reaches record high, The Guardian, London, 8 April 2014

56

International Organisations in Australia, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 2015
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3. OPEN THE DOOR TO ASIAN DELEGATES
Recommendation: Grant access to the fee-free online Electronic Travel Authority visa scheme
for all attendees of major business events
THE PROBLEM: MANY ASIAN DELEGATES NEED COSTLY VISAS
Visas stop people from travelling. If the cost of obtaining a visa (both financial and time) is too high,
potential travellers will go elsewhere57 .
Meetings are where business happens and ideas are exchanged. Business events are reliant on international
travel. Yet Australia restricts access to the very market on which its future depends - Asia.
At present over 30% of international delegates to Australia are from Asia, but the growth prospects are
greater than any other market as the middle class expands and business meetings take priority58. In
particular, outbound business delegations from Indonesia, Malaysia, India and Thailand are all expected to
double over the next decade, with massive growth potential for conferences held in Australia.
But this growth is jeopardised by Australia’s visa regime that grants free, instant visas to Europeans, $20
easy visas to North Americans, but obliges most Asian visitors to apply for a costly and complex visitor visa.
The current visa system discriminates against Asian travellers but favours those with whom Australia has
colonial, linguistic or ideological ties59 . In this regard Australia is broadly in line with other likeminded
nations in extending electronic visa waivers only to citizens of the most developed nations60 .
But business events in Australia rely on delegates and speakers from Asia to be commercially viable
conferences. This absence of Asia preference in visa issuance could be damaging and is at odds with both a
free trade agenda and the government’s Asian Century policies.
As an example of the disparity of this policy, visa applications for mainland Chinese citizens start at $135
plus associated translation and lodgement costs. By contrast, Hong Kong Chinese citizens have access to
an immediate online visa waiver scheme known as the Electronic Travel Authority (ETA) costing just $20.
Business events need free and easy visa requirements to maximise attendance. Evidence suggests that visa
restrictions lower trade and foreign direct investment between a pair of countries by as much as a quarter61.
Visas are bad for tourism too. VisitBritain estimates some £2.8 billion ($5.2 billion) is lost every year in tourist
revenue from Chinese tourists to mainland Europe who are deterred from crossing the Channel by the UK’s
visa system, which is separate from the rest of Europe62 . Only 6% of Chinese visitors to mainland Europe
also visit the UK63.
The benefits to the wider economy of easing travel restrictions are beginning to be understood in many
places in the world. India replaced its former cumbersome manual visa processes with fee-free electronic
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visa waivers in February 2014 to citizens of almost every country64 . India saw a 28.9% increase in the
number of visitor visas issued in September 2014 compared to September 201365
The United States tourism industry is lobbying for expansion of its visa waiver programme, with evidence
suggesting that tourism receipts could swell by up to US$120 billion ($139 billion) if the USA eliminated all
visa requirements66.
Australian conference destinations compete with cities in Asia with more liberal visa regimes. Indeed,
anecdotal evidence from major business event bids suggests that Australia’s rivals use their easier entry
requirements as a selling point. In this regard Singapore leads the pack, with citizens of almost 80% of the
world’s countries granted visa-free travel for short-stay business trips. Similarly, citizens of all but 46
countries can travel to Hong Kong for a short trip without requiring a visa (see chart above).
Other rivals to Australian convention cities are actively changing their visa policies to position themselves
more favourably for regional conferences. South Korea spotted an opportunity, in 2008, to break away from
the pack of developed countries and offer visa free travel for Chinese nationals, first to its conference
facilities on the resort island of Jeju, then across the whole country. The result of the visa waiver scheme was
immediate and impressive: In 2009 Chinese arrivals to South Korea grew 64.5% above 2005 levels, over half
of whom attended a conference67 .
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Perceptions also matter in visa policy. Opening (or closing) doors to visitors also sends a message about
how welcome a nationality may be in your country. To illustrate, contrast the 30% increase in Czech tourists
Canada received after it scrapped visa controls for citizens of the Czech Republic with the 70% reduction in
Czech nationals visiting Canada in the three years after controls were reimposed in 200968 .
While business travellers are generally less price-sensitive than leisure travellers, many travelling for
associations congresses fund their own travel. For many delegates and speakers at business events, it is the
first visit to Australia and the complexity and cost of the visa process can present both a barrier to
attendance for the delegate themselves but also discouragement to bring spouse or recommend
colleagues attend. Both of these serve to reduce the competitiveness of Australian cities and regions
hosting major business events.
Additionally, in the incentives travel market, an inbound tour operator measures Australia against rival
destinations on a purely financial basis. In this context, a case can be made for bulk discounts since the
applications can be done in one session, reducing administrative cost. There have been cases of major
incentives groups and even major conferences receiving bulk visa application fee reductions, but only on an
ad hoc basis and usually after substantial lobbying from state governments69.

THE SOLUTION: ELECTRONIC LOW-COST VISAS FOR DELEGATES
The federal government has made significant progress in reducing complexity, shifting 153 countries from
paper to electronic visas since 201070 . It has also introduced 10-year multiple entry visas to encourage
repeat visitation for Chinese and Indian visitors, which is also a welcome step forward.
For the business events sector, a further change would be to introduce a special class of visa for those
attending major international conferences. India, for example, has made it easier for Asian visitors to attend
its conferences as part of its visa reforms. India now has a special category of conference visa for major
conventions endorsed by a government department of any of its state or federal governments71 .
The easiest way of applying this would be to enable delegates attending approved conferences or incentive
group to apply for an ETA (subclass 601) rather than a full subclass 600 visitor visa.
The move towards electronic visa waivers (as the ETA can be categorised) for low-risk, high yield travellers is
gaining traction elsewhere in the world. In recognition of the low risk presented by Middle Eastern tourists,
for example, the UK now offers electronic visa waivers to Emiratis, Omanis and Qataris72.
A minimum threshold of 300 delegates could be set to qualify for ETA qualification and entry could be
restricted to 30 days or set to a geographic location if required.
The application of bulk visa application fees or fee waivers for events would represent a significant
sweetener in lieu of a financial contribution by the national government, albeit at a cost to Treasury.
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THE COST: $10 MILLION PER YEAR
As has been demonstrated internationally, reducing visa application fees stimulates demand. The demand
elasticity for business travel is less than for leisure travel, but visa fees continue to place a downward
pressure on Australian destinations’ ability to market themselves.
In the business events space, the most obvious examples are China and India. Both nations feature in the
top ten markets for international business event delegates ranked by average delegate spend73 . The 71,000
Chinese nationals attending a business event in Australia in 2014 spent $262 million, while the 33,000
Indians attending a business event in Australia collectively spent $117 million.
Chinese, Indians and other Asians currently requiring a full visa to visit Australia for a conference now have a
wealth of other destinations competing for their attention that do not require visas. For the potential
delegate, he or she can weigh up attending a congress in Singapore or Hong Kong rather than Australia
and saving him or herself at least $150. Conversely, the removal of fees results in an upswing.
Estimating the impact in Australia is not straightforward. Focusing on China and India alone, if delegates to
an approved conference or convention were able to apply for an Electronic Travel Authorisation (subclass
601) rather than a subclass 600 business visa, the cost to government would be in the order of $10 million
per year. This assumes the revenue per application falls from $130 to $20, and that Treasury receives 70% of
fees paid for e600 class visas, but 96% of the admin fee for ETAs. .
The market stimulation in extending ETAs to Indian and Chinese conference delegates is estimated for this
calculation to be 30%, although international evidence suggests this is conservative. This would take
Chinese nationals to number one in terms of delegate spend, with an additional 21.3 million Chinese event
delegates taking total spend to $340 million, ahead of the USA at $329 million. Similarly, Indians would
overtake Singaporeans in terms of overall spend, at an estimated $152.2 million (see table below).
At an average of $3,690 spend per Chinese delegate and an average $3,545 per Indian delegate, this
would result in $113.2 million additional expenditure into Australia each year.

Rank Market

Spend

Visitors
(2014)

Delegate
spend

Growth under
visa reform

Spend with
reform

Rank after
reform

1 USA

$329m

107,000

$3,074

0%

$329m

2

2 New Zealand

$287m

202,000

$1,420

0%

$287m

3

3 China

$262m

71,000

$3,690

30%

$340m

1

4 UK

$260m

63,000

$4,126

0%

$260m

4

5 Singapore

$152m

58,000

$2,620

0%

$152m

6

6 India

$117m

33,000

$3,545

30%

$152m
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4. LET THE WORLD KNOW OUR GENIUS
Recommendation: Fund a dedicated business events marketing campaign to change
perceptions of Australia as a knowledge economy
THE PROBLEM: AUSTRALIA IS NOT KNOWN AS A CLEVER COUNTRY
Australia’s knowledge economy is poorly understood in the major associations and conventions markets of
Europe and North America. Australia possesses research and innovation clusters around its major hospitals
and universities that rival those in other developed nations. Yet too few decision makers in the associations
space know the extent of Australia’s genius.
On paper Australia is mid-table when it comes to academic achievement. There have been 13 eminent
Australians awarded with Nobel prizes for chemistry, literature, peace, physics, physiology or medicine,
roughly in line with countries such as Belgium, Canada and Italy74.
But our innovation is poorly understood. Few outside Australia know, for example, that the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers standard 802.11a (more commonly known as Wi-Fi) was invented in
Canberra. So too the cockpit voice recorder, Google Maps and Cochlear implants.
As the Australian Government recently outlined, innovation and science are critical for Australia to deliver
new sources of growth, maintain high-wage jobs and seize the next wave of economic prosperity75 .
Innovation is about new and existing businesses creating new products, processes and business models.
But Australia is not very efficient at translating innovation into commercial outcomes76. One reason
identified is that Australia faces challenges around business collaboration, with many measures below
OECD averages77 . Research and development expenditure as a percentage of GDP is also lower than the
average at just 2.2% of its gross domestic product, less than half that of world leaders such as Finland, Israel
Japan, South Korea and Sweden78.
One way to reverse this is to entice more innovators to come to Australia to exchange ideas with
Australians. To do so, we must highlight our genius and invite collaboration. Conventions and exhibitions
are the ideal forum in which such collaboration can take place and lead to greater commercialisation
through the bringing together of scientists and researchers with private enterprise and investors.
Australia has long traded off its twin stereotypes of resources-rich minefields and laid-back beaches. This
attracts the bulk of inward investment and inbound tourism. However, as South Korea found in the 1990s,
building a national brand that recognises intellectual prowess takes time and resources79.
South Korea has been able to change a situation where consumers saw its electronics as cheaper
alternatives to Japanese or US-designed equipment to a point where items Made in Korea can attract a
30% premium. This was done by a decade of concerted effort concentrating on promoting industrial design
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both as a prestige discipline within Korea, but also championed overseas through exhibitions and
delegations.
Austrade has already started highlighting some of the major Australian scientific breakthroughs in its
Australia: Open For Business and Australia Unlimited campaigns. The latter profiles the contributions of
Australians through their creativity, business acumen, scientific, innovative and humanitarian endeavours.
But more needs to be done to reposition Australia as a serious intellectual powerhouse that is therefore
attractive for the world’s academic élite to visit for a conference.
The tyranny of distance can be blamed partially for the lack of awareness of Australia’s scientific and medical
expertise in the association heartland of western Europe and the USA, where the bulk of international
bodies are headquartered. Academics, doctors and researchers in Europe meet each other frequently and
network at events across the continent throughout the year. Their Australian peers rely on remote
communication, journal publication and other ways of influencing conference organisers.

THE SOLUTION: FUND AN IDEAS-BASED MARKETING CAMPAIGN
A similar perception gap existed in the gastronomic space, where Tourism Australia undertook a major
campaign to showcase the extent of Australian food and wine excellence in the face of widespread
ignorance in our major tourism markets. Restaurant Australia has been very successful in reversing overseas
visitors’ perceptions of Australia as a gastronomic destination. In identifying the problem (that too few
potential visitors knew of Australia’s world class dining options) Tourism Australia was able to project a
counter view by bringing influential food writers and chefs to Australia’s finest restaurants80.
Business events need a similar campaign to change the perceptions of Australia. Australia needs to
showcase its genius to the world, so that the world’s geniuses want to come here to learn from us. The
tailored campaign would seek to reposition in peoples’ minds Australia as a country rich in human capital.
Universities will be key allies in any such campaign. Australian universities are keen to reverse their relative
poor standing in global rankings, with the University of Melbourne the only Australian university to make it
into the top 50 of either the Times Higher Education list (where it sits at Nº 33)81 or the Shanghai rankings
(at Nº 44)82. Other notable Australian universities in the top 100 include the Australian National University,
Queensland, Western Australia, Monash, New South Wales and Sydney.
International collaboration is key to Australian universities improving their rankings, according to
Universities Australia (UA), the peak body for Australian higher education institutions. It is urging the
Australian government to fund the promotion, attraction and fostering of national and international
innovation collaboration83. A new funding framework would encourage the private sector to co-invest in
research and development.
As Australia pivots into a innovation economy, the true value of academic research must be recognised.
Every dollar invested in university research produces a $5-$10 return to the economy84. The same analysis
can be applied to major conventions, with a return on investment of around 7:1.
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A dedicated campaign focused on reinforcing Australia’s intellectual capital could be achieved in part by
supporting the familiarisation and technical tours organised by convention bureaux for international
research centres and universities. Business Events Australia as part of Tourism Australia can work with state
and territory bodies to bring together itineraries that not only showcase the convention facilities on offer,
but also the supporting academic networks and post-event tourism.
A dedicated campaign focusing on international association buyers in key markets would draw on all of
Tourism Australia’s marketing activities to stimulate target markets, including brand advertising and
promotions, digital programmes, broadcasts, public relations, international media hosting, media content
development, cooperative promotions, consumer events and advocacy85.
For incentive travel, the market is more closely aligned with existing leisure campaigns, that need
modification to appeal to potential delegates. Other highly aspirational leisure tourism destinations are
working towards policies that leverage off the country’s reputation as a fun place to do business. In Brazil,
for example, the major convention states of Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo and Minas Gerais combine national
leisure tourism promotion with city-specific infrastructure proposals in their business events bids86.

THE COST: $10 MILLION OVER FOUR YEARS
Restaurant Australia as been a huge success, measured on any metric. The pop-up launch of Noma, the
world’s finest restaurant, in Sydney this year has been the crowning glory of an otherwise stellar campaign.
The campaign has been well-funded. The Restaurant Australia project budget, allocated by Tourism
Australia, is $40.8 million for expenditure offset by $12 million in contributions from industry partners
resulting in a net cost to government of $28.8 million over the 13-14 and 14-15 financial years87 .
The two-year project has paid dividends. By March 2015 Singaporean web searches combining the terms
“Australia” and “food” rose by 180% from a year previously, with similar searches rising by 64% among
potential Japanese tourists, 51% among Indians and 41% among Americans88 . Tourism Australia estimates
that some $9.6 million worth of media coverage has been generated by food and wine influencers, with
almost 20 million views of Restaurant Australia content on YouTube video sharing site alone.
We believe a similar quantum would yield similar results in the convention space. However, as the target
market, association buyers, scientific institutes and academics is narrower than the food cohort, we would
ask instead for $10 million be set aside over four years as part of the Tourism Australia budget to enable
Business Events Australia to launch a campaign with industry assistance.
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5. HELP US MARKET AUSTRALIA OVERSEAS
Recommendation: Restore the rules around the Export Market Development Grants to allow
approved bodies to receive full funding for international marketing
THE PROBLEM: CONVENTION BUREAUX PENALISED FOR PPP FUNDING MIX
Business events are the most lucrative part of the visitor economy. One in five dollars spent by international
visitors in Australia is spent by an international visitor attending some form of business event and
international business events delegates spend 77% more per day than leisure tourists89 .
For this reason, the Minister for Trade and Investment Andrew Robb encouraged the business events
industry to use the Export Market Development Grants (EMDG) scheme to offset some costs when
promoting Australia in overseas markets90 . The grants aim to support activities that lead to increased
numbers of foreign visitors coming to Australia91. The EMDG reimburses up to 50% of eligible export
promotion expenses, with the top three export promotion activities currently being overseas marketing
visits, engaging overseas representation, and attending trade fairs92.
Yet despite being a major foreign currency earner for Australia, the agency charged with overseeing the
EMDG, Australian Trade Commission (Austrade), currently makes claiming very hard for convention bureaux,
due to their mixed income stream that includes state and local government funding. Unlike event
promoters, convention bureaux have consistently seen their grants reduced in relation to the proportion of
state, territory or local government funding received93
Guidelines have been introduced to eliminate duplication of funding from different levels of government,
which restricts the ability of approved bodies to claim, based on their level of existing state funds. This view
runs contrary to the spirit of the act, as state (or local) government funding is primarily for the operational
costs of a bureau and not for specific campaigns. Convention bureaux also have significant domestic
marketing to pay for, rather than being solely international marketing organisations, making the calculations
of state or territory government funding used by Austrade erroneous.
However, as independent entities that are nonetheless recipients of state or territory government funds,
convention bureaux can apply to be approved bodies under the provisions of the EMDG Act.
The inconsistency and delay has made it difficult to appropriately budget for receipt of EMDG funds, which
impacts international marketing of Australian destinations overseas.
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THE SOLUTION: APPLY STATE AID DOUBLE-DIP RULES ONLY TO CLAIMS
Clarification is required around the difference between 'double-dipping' to avoid the same expense being
claimed twice (or reimbursed), versus the source of funding for the organisation. An example would be the
specific exclusion for events promoters inserted into the Act in 201494 .
A similar amendment to the Act stipulating that double dipping rules should not apply where an applicant is
an approved body that receives funding from a government or government body for promotional activities
undertaken on behalf of their members’ eligible products should be inserted.
The suggested change could be worded along the following lines:
Section 46 (1B)
Subsection (1) does not apply where an applicant is an approved body and receives funding from a
government or government body for promotional activities undertaken on behalf of their members’
eligible products.
This change would restore the original intention of the Australian Government that approved bodies should
receive EMDG funding for their international marketing activities and will eliminate the complexity and
uncertainty resulting from Austrade’s changed approach.
This change would ensure the letter of the scheme matches the spirit.

THE COST: NO NEW FUNDS
The scheme is already in existence and so there is no additional financial demand on Treasury. As the
EMDG programme has a capped budget there will be no additional cost to the government. However, a
clarification of the rules accompanied by better promotion to the conventions industry could result in
significantly increased take-up by qualifying international business events.
For this reason, we would echo calls made by the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry that the
Australian Government consider setting the total available pool of finance at $200 million95 . At present the
EMDG scheme has had a fluctuating budget due to both supply of funds and numbers of applications. We
believe that the difficulties faced by convention bureaux in accessing funds might have been due to
informal demand management techniques to limit funding. To avoid such uncertainty the funds should be
fixed.
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CONCLUSION
The Australian Government recognises the importance of the sector as demonstrated by its recent publication
of Attracting Business Events to Australia.
This is an excellent first step, but we believe need to built upon with some financial commitments, as outlined in
this submission.
Australia is not a world leader in its business events policy, but rather it is playing catch-up. Around the world,
international business events are being used as strategic tools for attracting trade, investment and global talent.
Convention bureaux play a central role in the identification of business event opportunities, the preparation of bid
proposals and the engagement of local businesses in conventions won for their host destinations.
That is, convention bureaux are the drivers of business events coming to the country with the support of
industry.
Business events are already established as the key to the Australian Government meeting its Tourism 2020
objectives of doubling visitor expenditure by 2020. But business events can also be the key to achieving the
government’s national innovation and science agenda.
The biggest priority for the government needs to be to grow international attendance at business events in
Australia. To do this, there must be a focus on the major conventions that bring thousands of delegates to our
major cities and regional conferences that bring hundreds of delegates to the regions.
This must be combined with a renewed focus on the incentive market, the most lucrative of all business tourism.
Collectively, these are considered business events of national significance, deserving support.
Australia faces barriers such as distance, inconvenience and cost in its way of attracting major business events.
To encourage innovation and collaboration, the Australian Government must use this budget to unlock the
sector’s full potential as an engine for growth.
Australia’s convention bureaux stand willing to help. Our job is to bring business events into Australia to enable
collaboration between our best and brightest and their peers from overseas.
For us to perform as effectively as we can, we need modest reform in several areas and access to additional
national funds in others. We commend this submission to you as you make your deliberations over financial
priorities for 2016-17.
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